1. Are all projects general SysML or Simulation projects?
   All sample projects demonstrated during the webinar can be found in the following folder: `<Cameo Systems Modeler installation folder>\samples\simulation`, for example, 
   `C:\Installs\Cameo_Systems_Modeler_184_no_install\samples\simulation`.

2. Can I trigger a simulation in a third-party software and see how long that simulation lasted?
   Yes, if that third-party simulation invocation is wrapped into a CallBehaviorAction or OpaqueAction, you can check time before and after that invocation.

3. Is there a way to inject time drift value?
   Unfortunately, there is no API to modify the clock value (if you mean “correcting” the clock value). You can only read the time or specify any duration values on model elements. For more sophisticated model example, I recommend to open and try different configurations in the `OntologicalBehaviorModeling.mdzip` example from Cameo Simulation Toolkit sample models folder.